Wyoming, May, 2021 -

As part of its recently announced strategic partnership with Campbell County Health (CCH), Unidine Corporation has contracted to provide its industry-leading food and dining management services to The Legacy Living & Rehabilitation Center, CCH's long- and short-term care facility. Unidine’s Fresh Food Pledge and its proven record of success in senior living and healthcare settings will further The Legacy’s goal of providing premium quality dining and hospitality.

The Legacy is located in Gillette, Wyoming, overlooking Lasting Legacy Park, and offers long-term care, short-term rehabilitation designed to speed recovery, and a secure memory care wing. This community is committed to providing dignified care to all it serves. Built with the needs of patients, residents and their families in mind, The Legacy emphasizes the importance of expressing creativity at all stages of life. Because preparing and sharing food is an important part of enjoying life, staff-assisted community kitchens within the long-term care wings enable meals that are flexible and participatory.

Unidine will enhance this focus on dining with its signature programing, bringing in fresh-from-scratch offerings, nutritional expertise and opportunities for residents to engage around cooking and eating. Newly engineered menus will improve the variety and quality of meal offerings. Residents will notice an enhanced bistro, serving areas and dining rooms. And Unidine will add a 24/7 self-serve market amenity for employees.

With the support of a practiced dining partner, The Legacy will be able to drive efficiencies while increasing its offerings. Innovative and customized solutions will allow the Legacy to offer a culinary program delivered with service excellence that exceeds expectations every day.

WE BELIEVE THAT THE PARTNERSHIP ... WILL HAVE A SIGNIFICANT IMPACT ON OUR RESIDENTS AT THE LEGACY, OUR PATIENTS HERE, [AND] EMPLOYEE AND PHYSICIAN SATISFACTION WHEN IT COMES TO MEAL AND FOOD SERVICES.

Colleen Heeter
CEO, Campbell County Health
The Legacy Living & Rehabilitation Center

About Unidine

Unidine operates in over 400 facilities and is the leading provider of food and dining management services for discerning clients throughout the United States. Since its founding in 2001 by President and CEO Richard B. Schenkel, Unidine’s success derives from consistent execution in four key areas – and exclusive focus on food and dining management services, a commitment to seasonal, fresh-from-scratch cooking, exceptional customer service and a corporate culture enlivened by each team member’s passion for culinary and service excellence. Unidine’s network of dietitians and culinarians leverage the latest research to support cultural enrichment and wellness strategies for senior living communities and also exceptional service for hospitals, behavioral health facilities and corporations.

For more information visit: https://www.unidine.com/